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We are all attracted by the promise of getting
super powers. The internet offers many things
that compete with God as “omni-net” idolimposters.
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The way to use the internet as your servant not
your master: start with saving faith. Trust,
love, enjoy and worship the Lord as the only
super/omni-Lord, the sources of all our good
and blessings, who forgives sins by giving us
faith in the propitiation of the cross, credits
Christ’s righteousness by giving us faith in his
resurrection, and gives us the Spirit of promise
to change us into Christ’s likeness.
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Know that you are only a derivative creature
and the internet, at best, is only a temporary
derivative reflection of God’s attributes to be
used as a tool to do the Lord’s will.
The Devil/world/old sin nature deceptively
promise that the internet is the source of all
that we want and can make us like gods (Gen
3:5) so we can transcend time and space, find
all the love and acceptance we need, provide all
our wealth, all our knowledge, establish the
terms of our authority, submission and
cooperation, give us power to build empires,
take care of us by promising to meet more and
more needs and desires, and offer other
worldviews of history and of time use.
Use this model as basic instruction for children
and warn and discipline against idolatrous
desire to be like gods by the internet.
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